Abstract: A new genetic algorithm coding is proposed in this paper to solve flowshop scheduling problems. To show the efficiency of the considered approach, two examples, in pharmaceutical and agro-food industries are considered with minimization of different costs related to each problem as a scope. Multi-objective optimization is thus, used and its performances proved.
Introduction
In shop scheduling, there are three basic models classified according to the structure of a processing route:
• the job-shop scheduling problem is an operation sequencing problem on multiple machines subject to some precedence constraints among the operations,
• the flow-shop scheduling problem is a set of jobs that flow through multiple stages in the same order,
• the open-shop scheduling problem is a problem where the workshop has several resources and the routing of all the operations is free.
In pharmaceutical and agro-food industries, the tasks execution needs the use of several resources in a single order. It is thus about a flow-shop problem.
Flow-shop problems have received considerable attention from researchers during the last decades and the scheduling criterion most frequently used was the maximum completion time [3] , [7] , [4] , [21] , [15] , [26] ... However, the analysis of the performance of a schedule often involves more than one aspect and therefore requires a multi-objective treatment [8] , [17] , [25] . The aim of multi-objective optimization is to deal with many criteria at the same time.
This paper is focused on minimizing the total costs related to manufacturing and delivery processes. To solve this kind of problems, the exact methods and the approached methods can be applied.
The exact methods, such as branch and bound [1] and linear programming methods [23] , concern small size problems at the contrary of approached methods, such as tabu search [10] , simulated annealing [16] , genetic algorithms [13] and ants colony methods [6] , that concern big size ones [14] . In this paper, we focus on the use of genetic algorithms method.
The principle scope of this method, based on natural selection mechanism, is the improvement of robustness and balance between cost and performance [11] .
The genetic algorithms became famous due to their efficiency in solving combinatory optimization problems [19] . Their application fields are very important. They vary from complex real application such as pipelines flow control or robot planning path to theoretical combinatory problems.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the notations are introduced. Section 2 deals with the presentation and formulation of pharmaceutical and agro-food scheduling problems. Section 3 tackles the choice of the use of multi-objective evaluation. Section 4 handles with the presentation of genetic 230 Hela Boukef, Mohamed Benrejeb, Pierre Borne algorithms and the proposed structured coding of list operations. In section 5, two examples, concerning agro-food and pharmaceutical industries scheduling, are treated by using this algorithm. In pharmaceutical industries, many problems can appear in production workshop. Several operations of cleaning and format changes have to be managed jointly with the manufacturing operations. The unproductive times generated by these operations are rather significant, taking into account the fact that the time launching of a product manufacturing depends on that which precede it. From a product to another, the change involves certain modifications on the level of each machine. These problems can brake the beginning of the production and delay its end.
Notations
Moreover, stoppage time due to machines break down, and production time are as many factors that breed important production costs [2] .
Costs of distribution delays can also be calculated taking account of storage costs, date of production and end delivery date.
Let consider objective functions f 1 and f 2 . They represent the minimization of total cost of production, C tot prod , and the minimization of distribution delays cost of the product P i , C rd i .
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The total cost of production has the following global expression:
N is the number of manufactured products [22] . In pharmaceutical industries, this expression becomes:
with:
w ik : the coefficient of use of the machine k for the production of the product i,
The distribution delays penalties has the following expression:
Agro-food industries scheduling case
Among the different problems occurring in agro-food industries let distinguish products perishability and distribution discount.
Products perishability is a major problem in agro-food industries because of products short expiry dates. The distribution discount contains penalties applied to sellers and storage costs of final products before their delivery. This criterion depends on the end-products storage's period of time before its expedition to the distribution areas [9] .
Generally, expired product's costs, g 1 , and distribution discount costs, g 2 , are expressed by the following expressions:
Usually, resolution approaches take account of one criterion at once. In this paper, we want to optimize a trade off between several criteria at the same time and to find a mean of global evaluation of these criteria.
Multi-objective evaluation
Weighting sum function method, one of the different multi-objective methods, consists in combining linearly the different functions applying a weighted coefficient to each of them and summing them [5] . We can also say that it is a weighted linear combination of the objectives and it is used to aggregate the considered objectives in a single one.
Pharmaceutical industries case [3] The weighted sum of functions f 1 and f 2 gives the following function f eq :
then: The weighted sum g eq of functions g 1 and g 2 is expressed as following:
then:
where β i are the coefficients that privilege one function instead of another, β 1 + β 2 = 1. Genetic algorithms are adapted from natural systems and are successfully used in artificial systems. They proof themselves in optimization fields and in multiple other application fields [17] . That's why they are adopted and then proposed for our scheduling problems resolution.
Proposed operations coding used in genetic algorithms application
Genetic algorithms are parts of evolutionary algorithms that are composed of three essential elements:
• a population made up of several individuals representing the potential solutions (configurations) of a given problem,
• an evaluation mechanism of each individual adaptation regard to his external environment,
• evolution operators allowing the elimination of certain individuals and the creation of new ones [12] .
Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms are iterative algorithms whose aim is to optimize a function called fitness [13] . They are exploration algorithms based on natural selection mechanisms and genetics and use at the same time survival of the best adapted structures principles and pseudo-random exchanges information, to form an exploration algorithm which has certain characteristics of human exploration. With each generation, a new set of individuals is created by using best elements parts of the precedent generation as well as innovating parts.
The genetic algorithms are not purely random. They effectively exploit information obtained previously to speculate in the position of new points to explore, with the hope to improve the performance [11] .
To realize this scope, they use a set of points, called individual population, where each individual represents a possible solution of the given problem and contains different elements, called gene, which can take multiple values [20] . The different operators used in genetic algorithms are selection, crossover and mutation.
The aim of selection operator is to pick individuals that can survive and/or reproduce themselves to transmit their characteristics to the next generation. The selection operator is based on conservation principle of the most adapted individuals and elimination of the less ones [12] . No selection operator is absolutely perfect; a risk of favouring a number of individuals always exists and it could be a real drawback.
The crossover operator ensures the combination of parental genes to form new descendants with new potentials. This operator works randomly according to a probability fixed by the user keeping count of the optimization problem [20] .
The mutation operator consists in a random changing for an individual certain gene's values [12] . Without this operator, a uniform population is produced.
A suitable coding choice is an important task that can guarantee the success of the genetic algorithms application.
The classic coding introduced by Holland [13] corresponds to the binary alphabet (0/1) where the chromosome is simply represented by a finite 0-1 array. More generally, genes can be real, characters or any expressions or elementary entities [14] .
Structured list operations coding
In the case related to pharmaceutical industries scheduling, cleaning and size changing operations as well as stoppage and preparation times generate very high production costs. Distribution delays can also occur and generate significant costs.
In the case of agro-food industries scheduling, products expiry dates and storage time before delivery have to be taken into account for perishability costs and distribution discount costs evaluation.
Coding to be implemented must thus be able to deal with management time problems, precedence constraints, assignment resources, and the different costs that result from these problems.
SLOC's presentation
Inspired by Parallel Machine Coding CPM [20] and List Operations Coding CLO [14] , the proposed Structured List Operations Coding SLOC, offers to solve the previously quoted problems.
The one point crossover operator for the SLOC, selects two individual parents (according to the technique of the caster) and a crossover point. First child receives from first parent the chromosomes preceding the crossover point (same thing for second child and second parent) and it receives from the second parent chromosomes following the crossover point (same thing for second child 2 and first parent). Updates are then carried out.
The two points crossover operator for the SLOC chooses two individual parents and two crossover points. First child receives from first parent the chromosomes preceding the first crossover point and following the second crossover point (same thing for the second child and second parent) then, it receives from the second parent chromosomes located between the two crossover points without redundancy (same thing for second child and first parent). Updates are then carried out.
When it is about only one machine, the mutation operator chooses one individual parent and two mutation points, the permutation of the two chromosomes produces a new individual.
When they are two (or more) machines, this operator chooses one individual parent and a mutation point, the operation thus consists in changing for the individual concerned the number of the machine and making the necessary updates.
The use of these operators has as principle concern the improvement of robustness and the balance between costs and performances.
Algorithm
The genetic algorithm steps, applied to pharmaceutical and agro-food scheduling, is given in figure 1.
SLOC's structure
In the case of only one machine, an individual is composed of a list of products, and for each product a cost function is associated in table 1 where List i is a set of products placed in a well defined ordered 
In the case of two or several machines, an individual is also composed of a list of products but, in this case, to each product corresponds a data structure taking into account the number of the machines on which the product is manufactured, of its beginning execution time and of its end time.
As in the case of only one machine, to each individual (list of products) is associated the function corresponding to the weighted sum of both or several cost functions, showed in table 2 and using the following notations: nM i : machines number in which the product P i is manufactured t i
: beginning time of product P i manufacturing C i : time ending of product P i manufacturing f eq : equivalent function to optimize ind i : given individual of a given generation Table 2 : SLOC coding for n machines and m products for a given individual and a given generation
Agro-food and pharmaceutical scheduling resolution
In this section, we propose to solve a single machine flow-shop problem in agro-food industries and a two-machines flow-shop problem in pharmaceutical industries. The scope is the minimization of different costs, appropriate to each scheduling problem.
First example: Resolution of a flow-shop scheduling problem in agro-food industries
The flow-shop scheduling problem data in agro-food industries in the case of one machine is presented in the following table 3. Taking into account the data presented in this table, products perishability and distribution discount costs can be calculated following expressions 3 and 4.
Starting from g eq function, the genetic algorithms are applied to solve the scheduling problem in order to obtain the products best list which minimizes this function, by using structured lists operation coding. Indeed, for 200 generations and a 20 individuals population per generation, mutation and crossover operations are carried out, thus generating, new individuals whose new costs are calculated. Then, the best individual is progressively generated and saved. The figure 2 shows that the cost of the best individual of the initial population is 54, then, the first local minimum observed shows that the cost of the best individual passed to 51,3 and this in the nineth generation. For the second local minimum, the total cost passes to 49,8 in the sixteenth generation to stabilize itself in the thirty second generation with 47,7 which is the observed global minimum.
Second example: Resolution of a flow-shop scheduling problem in pharmaceutical industries
The flow-shop scheduling problem data in pharmaceutical industries, in the case of two machines M1 and M2, is presented in the following table 4. P01  1800  240  120  2880  100  100  3  P02  2400  310  150  ---20  P03  2250  240  135  2100  115  100  14  P04  1950  175  130  2300  135  115  11  P05  2800  300  120  ---10  P06  1750  150  100  1500  115  110  25  P07  ---2400  120  110  15  P08  3500  315  180  3000  250  110  25  P09  2200  270  120  2500  110  150  45  P10  1000  115  165  ---32  P11  1850  155  180  1650  155  130  12  P12  2120  180  200  2400  160  120  56  P13  3300  210  140  ---15  P14  4500  190  175  3800  150  190  60  P15  ---1600  100  100  35  P16  6750  180  120  7000  220  100  45 Times of manufacturing, stoppage and preparation are indicated in minutes and the various dates are calculated compared to an initial time t 0 .
Times and dates comprising the symbol " -" indicate the impossibility of manufacturing the concerning product on the corresponding machine.
Taking into account the data presented in the table 4, the production cost and the distribution delays penalties can be calculated while following expressions 1 and 2. Starting from function f eq , the genetic algorithms are applied to solve the scheduling problem in order to obtain the products best list which minimizes this function, by using proposed structured lists operation coding. Indeed, for 200 generations and 20 individuals population per generation, mutation and crossover operations are carried out, thus generating, new individuals whose new costs are calculated. Then, the best individual is progressively generated and saved.
The figure 3 shows that the cost of the best individual of the initial population is 720970, then, the first local minimum observed shows that the cost of the best individual passed to 710747,5 and this in the eighth generation. For the second local minimum, the total cost passes to 705395 in the fourteenth generation to stabilize itself in the hundred forty sixth generation with 700075 which is the observed global minimum.
Conclusion
In this paper, a multi-objective approach was adopted for the flow-shop scheduling problems resolution in agro-food and pharmaceutical industries. The proposed structured list operations coding and its use to implement genetic algorithms showed the capacity of this type of algorithms to find the global minimum aimed. It is interesting to make a comparison of the effectiveness of the choice of this suggested coding with other codings.
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